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Overview. On December 10, the WSJ reported that the White House “has begun preparations to nominate a new director to lead” the
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), the conservator and overseer of the GSEs. It should come as no surprise that the White
House has begun vetting potential nominees to become the Director of the FHFA. Ed DeMarco, the Acting Director of the FHFA, has
not made many friends in the White House and our expectation has been that the President would advance a FHFA Director nominee
early in 2013 along with numerous other financial regulatory nominees. Our assessment of the political landscape, however, leads us
to believe that the White House is unlikely to embrace a nominee who will result in a meaningful policy shift at the FHFA.

How We Are Thinking About This Nomination. We have included a detailed flowchart on the following page which outlines our
thoughts regarding the President’s likely nomination for FHFA Director. Our focus in this exercise was to project what this nomination
could mean for the FHFA’s foreclosure mitigation efforts (e.g. HAMP modifications and HARP refis). We separate the paths between
individuals who could be confirmed by the Senate and others who would face more meaningful pushback from the Senate. We then
distinguished between four distinct types of candidates: (1) Status quo; (2) Trojan Horse; (3) Housing Push; and (4) Sacrificial lamb.
We then present potential nominees who fit these positions and assign probabilities to each potential nomination path.

So Who Gets the Job and Who Does it Impact? Our assessment leads us to believe that Ted Tozer, President of Ginnie Mae, is the
likeliest pick for the post. We believe Tozer is easily Senate confirmable given his industry experience and time at Ginnie Mae. In
terms of impact, we believe that Tozer is unlikely to represent a marked change to the FHFA’s existing foreclosure mitigation policy.
Under a Tozer Directorship, we do see an expansion to the HARP – likely an extension of the current deadline beyond December
2013 – but we do not believe Tozer would embrace principal reduction through the HAMP. While there will be a considerable amount
of conjecture regarding the potential change in leadership at the FHFA, we do not believe that the White House will be willing to
expend the political capital necessary to put a Director in place who would embrace a new foreclosure mitigation push.

Senate Banking Landscape Tough, but Different. A nominee to head the FHFA will almost certainly face a tough confirmation
hearing before the Senate Banking Committee, just as the President’s last nominee for the post did. The President’s last nominee –
Joseph Smith – was described by Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL) as an Obama Administration “lapdog” and his nomination was
blocked. Despite Democrats now effectively holding 55 seats in the Senate (counting the Independents), the fact remains that they
likely can’t block a filibuster of a nominee. Shelby, who led the attack against the President’s last nominee, will no longer be a part
of the Senate Banking Committee in 2013. While other Senators could of course block the President’s nominee in a similar manner,
we believe that Shelby’s departure represents a tonal shift on the Committee and the path to confirmation is distinctly easier than
it was in 2010 and 2011.

See Important Disclosures on page 3 of this report.
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Compass Point's FHFA Director Nominee Thought Process

Source: Compass Point

Is the nominee Senate
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Confirmable Not Confirmable

Status Quo Trojan Horse Sacrificial LambHousing PushWhat kind of Director will we
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What would this mean?
· The White House wants an
easy confirmation process
and a Director who can

manage the GSE
transformation
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unlikely; slight expansion of

HARP likely

· Ted Tozer,
President of Ginnie Mae

Who could be this nominee?

· The White House wants a
confirmed candidate who will

also be more open to
expanding foreclosure

mitigation efforts

· Principal reduction likely;
expansion of HARP and other
refi programs highly likely

· Glenn Hubbard,
Columbia Business School

· The White House wants
nominee to be rejected in the

Senate, allowing for a
potential recess appointment

· Principal reduction likely;
expansion of HARP and other
refi programs highly likely
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Wachter, Columbia Business
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· The White House advances
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the fight
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· DeMarco continues to hold
the post

· Michael Stegman,
U.S. Treasury Department

How are we handicapping
this? 55% 10% 20% 15%

Expanded Foreclosure Mitigation = 30% ChanceNo Major Policy Change NoMajor Policy Change

No Major Policy Expansion = 70% Chance
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(N) represents a total rate of return of -15% to +15% on a 12-month horizon. A Sell (S) represents a total rate of return at or below -15% on a 12-month horizon. Conviction Buy and Sell lists represent investment recommendations
focused on either the size of the potential return, the likelihood of the realization of the return, or the time to realization of the return.

Return potential represents potential and projected dividends and the price differential between the current share price and the price target expected on a 12-month time horizon associated with the price target. Price targets are
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Not Rated (NR): The investment rating and target price have been removed pursuant to Compass Point policy when Compass Point is acting in an advisory capacity in a merger or strategic transaction involving this company and
in certain other circumstances. Rating Suspended (RS): Compass Point Research has suspended the investment rating and price target for this stock, because there is not a sufficient fundamental basis for determining an investment
rating or target. The previous investment rating and price Compass Point has suspended coverage of this company. Not Covered (NC): Compass Point does not cover this company. Not Available or Not Applicable (NA): The
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Global Disclaimer
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Assumptions, opinions, forecasts, and estimates constitute the research analyst’s judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to change without notice. The research analyst’s judgments may be wrong.

Neither Compass Point Research & Trading, LLC nor its affiliates, nor the research analyst, are responsible for any errors, omissions, or results obtained from the use of this information.

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
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The securities and/or financial instruments mentioned in this research report, and the trading strategies related thereto, may not be suitable for all investors. You must consider your specific investment goals and objectives prior
to transacting in any security or financial instrument. Consult with your financial advisor before making any transactions or investments.

© Compass Point Research & Trading, LLC 2012. All rights reserved. Reproduction or quotation in whole or part without permission is forbidden.
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